Abstract-Mass customization of software products requires their efficient tailoring performed through combination of features. Such features and the constraints linking them can be represented by Feature Models (FMs), allowing formal analysis, derivation of specific variants and interactive configuration. Since they are seldom present in existing systems, techniques to reengineer FMs have been proposed. There are nevertheless errorprone and require human intervention. This paper introduces an automated search-based process to test and fix FMs so that they adequately represent actual products. Preliminary evaluation on the Linux kernel FM exhibit erroneous FM constraints and significant reduction of the inconsistencies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Variability-intensive Systems (VIS) form a vast class of software whose role is to support mass-customization of (software) products and adaptation to increasingly more complex situations formed by mixes of versatile environments, challenging user needs and time-to-market constraints. We all use such systems when we buy a product online (there exists more than 800 web-based configurators [1]) or configure an operating system kernel such as Linux [2] for a particular need. Variability is key to these systems but difficult to handle given the large number of constraints linking the features. It is also a great source of combinatorial headaches as the number of possible configurations exponentially grows with the number of options offered. Furthermore, variability is rarely treated as a first-class concept, raising issues for VIS analysis, (re-) engineering and quality assurance.
In sharp contrast, Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) handles variability as a first-class concept through Feature Models (FMs) [3] . In essence, a FM aims at defining legal combinations of features authorized or supported by a system (configurations) using hierarchical decomposition and additional constraints. FMs are now equipped with formal semantics [4] , automated reasoning operations and benchmarks [5] , tools [6] and languages [7] . There are also used to derive products [5] , configure them [8] and for automated quality assurance [9] . A FM can also be converted to a boolean formula [10] to be used within SAT solvers [11] for reasoning and analysis. We will use this representation for our reasoning
on their correctness. A recent survey on the analysis of FMs and its use in literature can be found in [5] .
To bring the benefits of feature modeling to VIS, several re-engineering techniques [2] , [12] , producing FMs from various systems artifacts have been proposed. These techniques are partly automated and often require human intervention. Such re-engineered FMs may thus not be accurate, yielding incorrect analyses decisions about VIS, in turn hampering their correct re-engineering. As an example of such inaccurate reengineering, our experiments show that none of the 1,000 configurations generated from the Linux kernel FM [2] , [13] is consistent with respect to actual kernel configuration rules. This context motivates our two research questions:
[RQ1] How to detect inconsistencies between the reengineered FM and its source VIS? Inconsistencies fall into two categories. On the one hand, system configurations derived from the FM are incorrect with respect to the system. On the other hand, existing valid configurations do not satisfy the FM formula. We refer as testing the process of finding these flaws. When detected, dealing with these discrepancies may require an automated correction of the FM.
[RQ2] How to automatically make a FM consistent with its real system? Digging manually through thousands of features and dealing with hundred thousands of possibly faulty constraints in a FM is not an option. Thus, one must devise automated ways to correct inconsistencies in the FM so that it reflects its system. The process of correcting a FM is referred to as fixing. Current re-engineering approaches either do not validate the re-engineered FMs or use simulation of the configuration process [2] . This practice, as our experiment shows, is insufficient to detect all the problems of the FM.
In this paper, we propose an automated approach to both test and fix re-engineered FMs. It relies on a continuous loop where FMs are iteratively tested and fixed. This loop forms a search process that gradually improves (fixes) the FMs. The search is guided by the number of inconsistencies found during a continuous testing process. Early results on the Linux kernel FM shows that more than 50% of the problems encountered in the re-engineered FM can be eliminated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the proposed approach. Section III reports on the empirical evaluation. Finally, Section IV discusses related work before Section V concludes the paper.
II. TEST-AND-FIX LOOP
Our approach involves two entities: the system and the reengineered FM. To find and correct the problems of the FM, such as erroneous constraints, this approach requires two steps. The first one aims at testing the FM to highlight the problems. The second step uses feedback information from the testing process to fix the FM. The repetition of these two steps form a test-and-fix loop illustrated by Figure 1 .
A. Testing the Feature Model
Testing a FM consists of two parts: 1) the evaluation of the FM consistency using valid configurations of the system 1 and 2) the evaluation of configurations generated from the FM with respect to the system. This process is depicted by the upper box of Figure 1 .
1) Evaluating the Consistency of the FM with Respect to Valid Configurations of the System: This evaluation goes from the system to the FM. To this end, we assume the existence (or the possibility to obtain by some means) of working and actual configurations of the system. The FM is evaluated over these configurations to find existing constraints in the FM which are not compatible with the existing configurations. This first step gives feedback information on existing wrong constraints (EW C) in the FM. These EW C of the FM, as long as the existing system configurations that fail (SCF ) to be validated through the feature model, are returned.
2) Evaluating Configurations Generated from the Feature Model with Respect to the System: This evaluation goes from the FM to the system. Valid configurations of the FM 2 are randomly generated using a SAT solver [14] . These configurations are then evaluated on the system side. To this end, the tester decides whether the configurations are valid with respect to the system and provides feedback when configurations fail. We will consider that generally, the tester defines an oracle which uses abstract rules to decide upon the validity of configurations. The oracle depends on the system: for instance, it can use execution information or compilation result, and represents the task usually done by the tester. The oracle rules that fail (ORF ) as long as the generated configurations that fail (GCF ) according to the oracle are returned.
B. Fixing the Feature Model
This second step aims at fixing the FM based on the feedback information collecting during the testing part. This step is represented by the lower box of Figure 1 .
In the following, a generic FM of n features and m clauses or constraints is considered, with the formula of the FM in conjunctive normal form (CNF). Thus, each constraint C is a disjunction of k ≤ m literals, where a given literal represents a selected or unselected feature of the FM. The formula of the FM is of the form
To fix the FM, three operations are considered: 1 A valid configuration refers to a working configuration of the system. 2 Here, a valid configuration is a configuration that satisfies the FM formula. ORF are oracles rules that are violated on the system side, GCF are the configurations generated from the FM that fail to be validated on the system side, EW C are existing wrong constraints in the FM and SCF are system configurations that do not satisfy the FM,
• Altering an existing constraint of the FM. Using the EW C, a constraint of the FM is selected based on a fitness proportionate selection and a randomly selected literal of the selected constraint is negated, • Removing an existing constraint of the FM. Using the EW C, a constraint selected based on a fitness proportionate selection is removed, • Inserting a constraint in the FM. Using the ORF , a constraint is added to the FM. Performing one of this operation depends on a probability. After having performed one of this operation, an updated FM, FM', is produced.
C. Continuous Improvement
Basically, the global approach consists in the repetition of the testing and fixing steps. To this end, the problem is formulated as a search-based one and a hill climbing technique [15] is used. The approach works as follows. From a given FM, the testing step provides feedback information and the fixing part produces a modified FM FM'. Then, to decide which FM to keep, i.e. the original or the fixed one, the fitness of the original FM and the fitness of the fixed FM' are compared. This comparison is performed using the four feedback information of the testing step:
• s 1 : the number of EW C or #EW C, 
This condition allows ensuring that a decrease in one of the four feedback information does not engender any negative impact on the others and keeping the focus on reducing the configurations that fail. Finally, after having replaced or not FM by FM', the process is repeated from step (1). It should be noted that the loop is general and independent of both the way FMs are represented and the use of SAT solvers.
III. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed approach, we consider the Linux kernel 2.6.28.6 FM [2], [13] .
A. The Linux Kernel
The Linux kernel is an operating system written in C with about 6,000 features. The re-engineered FM of the Linux kernel contains about 200,000 constraints. In the context of this study, an oracle is needed on the system side to decide whether a given configuration derived from the FM is valid or not. In the context of this study, we use the make tool as the oracle. Alternatively, the user could decide himself (play the role of the oracle) about the validity of the configurations. Make is a tool that assist the compilation process of system sources. To this end, make check rules which are specified by dependencies between the features in Kconfig files. These files are placed in the source code directories of the system. We parsed these files to extract these dependencies and to transform them into CNF constraints. It represents around 8,000 constraints. Thus, for a given configuration generated from the FM, it is checked whether this configuration satisfy or not the oracle rules. If yes, the configuration is considered as a valid configuration of the system. Otherwise, it is considered as invalid. It is noted that the use of make as an oracle to test is specific to this study. The test-and-fix loop does not generally depend on this oracle.
B. Evaluation of the Re-engineered Linux Kernel FM
The re-engineered FM contains several problems that have been found while performing the testing process. Recall that the testing process allows evaluating the FM through the EW C, SCF , GCF and ORF feedback information.
First, problems occur when evaluating the re-engineered FM formula with respect to valid configurations of the system. An alternative option provided by make is the generation of valid configurations of the system. The re-engineered FM has been evaluated over 1,000 working system configurations produced by make. By evaluating the FM through these working configurations of the system, we found that 50 constraints in the FM were not satisfied and none of these 1,000 configurations were able to satisfy the FM. In addition, major issues were highlighted such as mandatory features in the FM which never appear in any valid configuration of the system. Second, configurations generated from the FM do not satisfy the constraints checked by the make tool (the oracle rules). We found that for, any 1,000 configurations generated from the FM, more than 28% of these constraints were not satisfied and that all these 1,000 configurations generated from the FM were invalid for the system. These problems are summarized in the column "Re-engineered FM" of Table I . The existence of these problems motivate the proposed approach.
C. Improving the FM
We executed our approach on the re-engineered FM. For all the testing and fixing steps, we used 3 valid configurations of the system. We could have use more valid configurations, but in a realistic situation, only a small number of working configurations should exist. These configurations were randomly generated using make and used for all the repetitions of the test-and-fix approach. For the generated configurations, 6 were generated at each repetition of the approach. The probabilities to execute one of the three operations were assigned as follows: 0.5 for the alteration, 0.4 for the insertion and 0.1 for the removal.
Using the testing process, we evaluated the fixed FM at different level of repetitions, as shown in Table I . The feedback information were obtained using the same 1,000 valid system configurations as those used for the evaluation of the reengineered FM and using 1,000 configurations generated from the FM. 1) RQ1: The evaluation of the EW C, SCF , GCF and ORF of the re-engineered FM emphasizes the inconsistencies between this FM and the system. We believe that these simple metrics characterize inconsistencies that may exist between VIS, FMs representing their variability and oracles checking the legality of VIS configurations. Yet, more detailed inconsistency types may be needed to improve user feedback and drive the fixing process.
2) RQ2: The proposed approach uses both existing valid configurations of the system and configurations generated from the FM. By using only 3 valid configurations of the system, the proposed approach allows reducing wrong constraints in the FM while making the FM satisfiable towards existing configurations of the system. After 5,000 repetitions of the process, the proposed approach dropped system configurations that fail from 1,000 to 455, and divided by more than the half the violated rules of the system. [2] to recover constructs such as mandatory features or implies edges to build graphs and provided ranking heuristics to allow the modeler identifying the features hierarchy. In the same context, an approach that builds FMs from the feature sets describing the system variants based on Evolutionary Algorithms has been proposed [12] . Acher et al. [16] focused on maintaining a link with the products while reverse engineering FMs. They also took into account the architect's knowledge to build FMs consistent with the software architecture. The method presented in this paper complements these approaches by introducing a way of validating the FM they provide. In addition, our technique goes a step further by automatically fixing the inconsistencies it identifies.
To debug configurations, Hubaux et al. [17] proposed a fix-generation approach, called range fix to prevent wrong configurations. Their strategy uses constraints solving to propose a list of valid assignments for enabling features. This is done using an underlying model which contains the system constraints. In [18] , Tartler et al. presented an approach to find and fix defects contained in implementations of configurations of large-scale systems. It is a diagnostic tool which aims at fixing the code. In the same lines, Segura et al. [19] presented a framework for benchmarking and testing on the analysis of FMs. This approach is able to automatically detect faults in the analysis tools that operates on a FM. Our approach operates on the FM itself and aims at testing whether its constraints are consistent, and if they are not, to fix them.
Search-based techniques have also been used to perform automatic program improvement. In [20] , Langdon et al.
proposed an approach to improve the lines of code of a system. Based on a fitness function and population of patches, they evolved the original code into a faster version while keeping the semantic of the code at least unchanged or better. Similarly, in [21] , Le Goues et al. presented a scalable genetic cloud computing oriented technique to repair erroneous programs.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK Fixing a re-engineered FM to make it in consistent with its corresponding system is not an easy task. It requires a lot of efforts to first check existing constraints and then correct them. In practice, it represents a manual work difficult to realize.
In this paper, a test-and-fix loop to automatically improve re-engineered FMs was presented. This loop is implemented using a search-based technique, since the exploration space makes impossible the application of other non-scalable approaches. The proposed approach tries to make the FM conform to the real system. The novelty of this approach is that it achieves to effectively automate the identification and correction of FMs inconsistencies. It is the first approach, to the authors knowledge, that actually employs and checks actual configurations on a real system while most reengineering techniques do not face the generation of real system configurations. The preliminary study conducted on the Linux kernel FM provides promising results as it allows reducing the problems observed in the FM, thus making the it reflect the real system. Finally, there is room for improvement. We will first investigate inconsistency types to exhibit fine-grained ones to guide more effectively the fixing process. We will then explore our testing-and-fix approach in the context of VIS evolution.
